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ALL DATABASES

CLEAR contains data aggregated from multiple sources by, on behalf of, or as licensed by West Publishing Corporation, a Thomson Reuters company, to provide you with accurate and authoritative information concerning the subject matter covered. However, the nature of the data and the collection processes limit our ability to independently verify and/or validate any of the data and all data is subject to change at any time without notice. Neither West nor its Providers warrant the comprehensiveness, completeness, accuracy or adequacy of the data for any purpose. West, its Providers and their directors, employees, contractors, and agents disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, as to any matter whatsoever and shall not be responsible for any loss or damage that may directly or indirectly arise as the result of the use of the data contained in the Service.

The data was not necessarily prepared or compiled by persons licensed to practice law in a particular jurisdiction. West is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional advice, and data you obtain through the Service is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney. If you require legal or other expert advice, you should seek the services of a competent attorney or other professional.

As used herein, these capitalized terms shall be defined as follows:

“End User” means an employee, subcontractor, or agent of subscriber that is authorized to use the Service within the scope of the Agreement.

“Provider” means a Supplier, Contributor, or other third party entity or individual that licenses or otherwise supplies data to West.

“You” or “Your” means the client, customer or subscriber identified in the Agreement.

“Service” means the particular products, software, services, and data that West makes available for use by End Users.

Any other capitalized term used in these Additional Terms but not otherwise defined will have the meaning assigned to it in your Agreement.

WEST IS NOT A CONSUMER REPORTING AGENCY AND NONE OF THE INFORMATION PROVIDED THROUGH THE SERVICE CONSTITUTE A "CONSUMER REPORT" AS SUCH TERM IS DEFINED IN THE FEDERAL FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT (FCRA), 15 U.S.C.A. SEC 1681 ET SEQ. BY ACCESSING THIS DATA, YOU AGREE THAT YOU WILL NOT UTILIZE THE DATA (I) AS A FACTOR IN ESTABLISHING AN INDIVIDUAL'S ELIGIBILITY FOR CREDIT OR INSURANCE, (II) IN CONNECTION WITH UNDERWRITING INDIVIDUAL INSURANCE, (III) IN EVALUATING AN INDIVIDUAL FOR EMPLOYMENT PURPOSES, (IV) IN CONNECTION WITH A DETERMINATION OF AN INDIVIDUAL'S ELIGIBILITY FOR A LICENSE OR OTHER BENEFIT GRANTED BY A GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY, (V) IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PERMISSIBLE PURPOSE (AS DEFINED BY THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT), OR (VI) IN ANY OTHER MANNER THAT WOULD CAUSE SUCH USE OF THE SERVICE TO BE CONSTRUED AS A CONSUMER REPORT BY ANY AUTHORITY HAVING JURISDICTION OVER ANY OF THE PARTIES. MOREOVER, YOU AGREE NOT TO TAKE ANY ADVERSE ACTION, WHICH IS BASED IN WHOLE OR IN PART ON THE DATA, AGAINST ANY CONSUMER. THE TERMS "ADVERSE ACTION" AND "CONSUMER" SHALL HAVE THE SAME RESPECTIVE MEANING AS THOSE TERMS ARE DEFINED IN THE FCRA.

DATA MAY NOT BE USED FOR COMMERCIAL SOLICITATIONS, MARKETING, FUNDRAISING, OR OTHER SIMILAR ACTIVITIES OR RELATED PURPOSES.
SUPPLIER ADDITIONAL TERMS

ARREST/ARREST RECORDS

See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

BANKRUPTCY

This data cannot be used to compile, verify or supplement any mailing lists, geographic or trade directories, business or consumer directories, or other compilation.

BUSINESS PHONES

This Data may not be used for direct marketing purposes, including, but not limited to, creating mailing or telemarketing lists.

CANADIAN PHONES/CANADIAN BUSINESS PHONES

This Data may not be used for direct marketing purposes, including, but not limited to, creating mailing or telemarketing lists.

COURT RECORDS

By accessing the various court records made available to you through the Service, you acknowledge that this data will only be used for a lawful and appropriate use in the ordinary course and scope of your business or profession. The fact that an individual has been arrested, in and of itself, does not indicate that a violation of any law has occurred or that a crime has been committed. This data is provided for informational purposes only and it is not the official record. For copies of the official record (of an incarceration, conviction or court filing record) contact the source agency or court.

CALIFORNIA

data from the California Sex Offender Registry may only be used to protect a person at risk and may not be used as the basis to take any adverse action against a person, including without limitation, using the data for purposes related to: (a) health insurance, (b) insurance, (c) loans, (d) credit, (e) employment, (f) education, scholarships, or fellowships, (g) housing or accommodations, or (h) benefits, privileges, or services provided by any business establishment.

CONNECTICUT

Department of Corrections

This data contains names and information on individuals who are sentenced or currently on pre-trial status and have not been convicted. This information is not to be used for the purposes of criminal background checks.

Judicial Branch data

Data may not be used to allow, enable or otherwise support the transmission by e-mail, telephone or facsimile of mass, unsolicited, commercial advertising or solicitations to entities other than its own existing customers.

MAINE

The Maine Sex Offender Registry data may be used for public safety and community awareness purposes only.

NEW JERSEY

data from the New Jersey Sex Offender Registry may not be used as the basis to take any adverse action against a person, including without limitation, using the data for purposes related to: (a) health insurance, (b) insurance, (c) loans, (d) credit, (e) education, scholarships, or fellowships, (f) benefits, privileges, or services provided by any business establishment, unless for purposes of public safety, or (g) housing or accommodations.

NEW MEXICO

New Mexico data may not be used for solicitation or fund-raising purposes.

NEW YORK

New York data may not be used for solicitation or fund-raising purposes.

SOUTH CAROLINA

South Carolina data may not be used for solicitation or fund-raising purposes.

WASHINGTON

The data provided is based on information obtained from the courts as of the period of time covered by the most current update. The Administrative Office of the Courts and the Washington Courts (“AOC”): 1) do not warrant that the information is accurate or complete except for court purposes; 2) make no representations regarding the identity of any persons whose names appear in the Index; and 3) deny liability for any damages resulting from the release or use of the data. To verify the information, the user should personally consult the "official" record reposing at the court of record. In addition to the terms of your subscription agreement and without in any way limiting your subscription agreement, you acknowledge and agree that:

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES: THE AOC PROVIDES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION OR DATA PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. THE AOC PROVIDES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THAT THE INFORMATION OR DATA PROVIDED IS ACCURATE, CURRENT,
CORRECT, OR COMPLETE. IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD BY THE PARTIES THAT IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO VERIFY INFORMATION OR DATA OBTAINED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT WITH OFFICIAL COURT INFORMATION REPOSING AT THE COURT OF RECORD.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: YOU ACKNOWLEDGES AND ACCEPTS THAT ALL INFORMATION AND DATA PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT IS PROVIDED ON AN 'AS IS' BASIS AND THAT THE INFORMATION AND DATA MAY BE SUBJECT TO ERROR OR OMISSION AND THEREFORE AGREES THAT THE AOC SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE NOR LIABLE IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER FOR THE VALIDITY OF ANY DATA PROVIDED OR FOR THE USE OF THE INFORMATION AND DATA PROVIDED. SPECIFICALLY:

(A) THE AOC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DEMAND OR CLAIM, REGARDLESS OF FORM OF ACTION, FOR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF ANY INFORMATION OR DATA PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

(B) THE AOC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DEMAND OR CLAIM, REGARDLESS OF FORM OF ACTION, FOR ANY DAMAGES ARISING FROM INCORRECT OR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION OR DATA PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

(C) THE AOC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS, INCLUDING REVENUE, PROFITS, TIME, GOODWILL, COMPUTER TIME, DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, OR LOSS OF DATA, OR ANY OTHER INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE USE, OPERATION, OR MODIFICATION OF DATA PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

CRIMINAL & INFRACTIONS
See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

DIVORCE
See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

DOCKETS/DOCKET RECORDS
See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

DRIVER LICENSES – Texas
This data may not be used to engage in any method, act, or practice which is unfair or deceptive, nor may it be used for marketing or solicitations, or surveys not authorized by law.

DUN & BRADSTREET
1. All information that Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. ('D&B') furnishes to you ('Information') will be used by you solely as one factor in your credit, insurance, marketing or other business decisions and will not be used to determine an individual's eligibility for credit or insurance to be used primarily for personal, family or household purposes or to determine an individual's eligibility for employment. You also agree that the Information will not be used to engage in unfair or deceptive practices.

2. You agree that the Information is licensed for your internal use only and you agree that it will not be reproduced, revealed or made available to anyone else. Notwithstanding the above, you may make limited excerpts of Information available to any of your clients only and where the provision of such Information is (i) incidental to the services that you provide to your client and (ii) such provision of Information is an amount which would not cause the Information so used or disclosed to be susceptible to use substantially as an original source of or as a substitute for the Information being licensed hereunder. You agree that you are solely responsible for any claim or cause of action arising out of or relating to use of the Information by you or any individuals or entities to whom the Information was shared.

3. You understand that you are the beneficiary of a contract between D&B and West and that, under that contract, both D&B and West have reserved certain rights that may result in the termination of your right to receive Information from D&B. In addition, D&B may terminate this Agreement at any time if you breach any of its terms.

4. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT NEITHER D&B NOR WEST WARRANTS OR GUARANTEES THE TIMELINESS, CURRENTNESS, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF THE INFORMATION. YOU ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT EVERY BUSINESS DECISION INVOLVES THE ASSUMPTION OF A RISK AND THAT NEITHER D&B NOR WEST, IN FURNISHING THE INFORMATION TO YOU, DOES OR WILL UNDERWRITE THAT RISK, IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER. YOU THEREFORE AGREE THAT NEITHER D&B NOR WEST WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS, DAMAGE OR INJURY CAUSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY D&B'S OR WEST'S NEGLIGENCE IN PROCURING, COMPILING, COLLECTING, INTERPRETING, REPORTING, COMMUNICATING OR DELIVERING THE INFORMATION.

5. YOU AGREE THAT NEITHER D&B NOR WEST WILL BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THEIR POSSIBILITY. YOU ALSO AGREE THAT D&B'S AND WEST'S LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL LOSSES, DAMAGES OR INJURIES THAT YOU SUFFER OR INCRUSS ARISING OUT OF ANY ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF D&B OR WEST IN CONNECTION WITH ANYTHING TO BE DONE OR FURNISHED HEREUNDER, REGARDLESS OF THE CAUSE OF THE LOSS, DAMAGE OR INJURY AND REGARDLESS OF THE NATURE OF THE LEGAL RIGHT CLAIMED TO HAVE BEEN VIOLATED, SHALL NEVER EXCEED $10,000 AND YOU COVENANT AND PROMISE THAT YOU WILL NOT SUE D&B OR WEST FOR A GREATER AMOUNT.

6. You acknowledge and agree that the copyright to the Information is and shall remain with D&B. You acknowledge that the Information, regardless of form or format, is proprietary to D&B and comprises: (a) works of original authorship, including compiled information containing D&B's
selection, arrangement and coordination and expression of such information or pre-existing material it has created, gathered or assembled; (b) confidential or trade secret information; and (c) information that has been created, developed and maintained by D&B at great expense of time and money such that misappropriation or unauthorized use by others for commercial gain would unfairly and irreparably harm D&B. You shall not commit or permit any act or omission by your agents, employees or any third party that would impair D&B’s proprietary and intellectual property rights in the Information. You agree to notify D&B immediately upon obtaining any information regarding a threatened or actual infringement of D&B’s rights.

7. These terms are in addition to those found in your subscriber agreement. If there is a conflict between these Terms and those found in any such subscription agreement then these Terms will apply.

DUNS® is a registered trademark of the Dun & Bradstreet Corporation.

Duns Business Records Plus is a service mark of the Dun & Bradstreet Corporation.

**EXPERIAN CREDIT HEADER**

The data contained in this database and its use may be regulated by laws that restrict the use of such information, including but not limited to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. 6801 et seq. ("GLBA"), various federal and state laws, regulations, and rules as well as your subscription agreement with West. By accessing this database, you represent and warrant that information regulated by GLBA and other legal authorities will only be used for the use you select in the drop down menu. If you do not have a permissible use, you agree that you will select “no permissible use” from the drop down menu. The information in this database may not be used for any purposes related to direct marketing.

You acknowledge that the data contained in this database may be compiled by West from numerous suppliers, and that you have been allowed access to this data because of your representations, regarding its authorized use of the data.

You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless West and its suppliers, from and against any and all liabilities, damages, losses, claims, costs, fees and expenses (including attorney fees) arising out of or relating to your use of this data. West and its third party suppliers are entitled to enforce the data security, legal compliance and indemnification provisions of your Agreement directly against you as third party beneficiary; provided however, the foregoing paragraph shall not be applicable to local, state, and federal government agencies or as otherwise excepted in your subscription agreement.

You agree to immediately notify West of any misuse or compromise of the information contained in this database. Failure to comply with these terms, including the Experian Access Security Requirements below, or other terms within your Agreement will result in temporary or permanent blocks on access to this database or termination of your Agreement. This data cannot be used to prepare, publish, clean or maintain any directory or provide any directory service to the general product. You further agree that you will not provide this data to any person or entity for resale. By accessing this data you acknowledge and agree that you are the end user of the data and that you do not intend to resell or otherwise provide or transfer it, in whole or in part, to another person or entity.

**EXPERIAN ACCESS SECURITY AGREEMENT**

The following information security measures are designed to provide guidance to you in relation to preventing unauthorized access to consumer information that you receive through the West Services. The information provided below is considered the minimum baseline for information security. It is your responsibility to implement appropriate controls to protect the privacy and information of consumers. Capitalized terms used herein have the meaning given in the Glossary attached hereto.

In accessing Experian’s services, you agree to follow these security requirements:

1. Implement Strong Access Control Measures

   1.1 Each User should have a separate, unique user ID logon password. PASSWORD SHARING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED

   1.2 Ensure that user IDs are not shared, either internally or externally. PASSWORD SHARING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED AND IS GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION OF YOUR ACCESS.

   1.3 Ensure that no Peer-to-Peer file sharing is enabled on those users’ profiles.

   1.4 Keep user passwords Confidential.

   1.5 Develop strong passwords that are:

   - Not easily guessable (i.e. password shout NOT contain your name or company name, repeating numbers and letters or consecutive numbers and letters)

   - Contain a minimum of seven (7) alpha/numeric characters for standard user accounts

   1.6 Implement password protected screen savers with a maximum fifteen (15) minute timeout to protect unattended workstations.

   1.7 Restrict the number of key personnel who have access to consumer information.

   1.8 Ensure that personnel who are authorized access to consumer information have a business need to access such information and understand these requirements to access such information are only for the permissible purposes listed in the Permissible Purpose Information section of your membership application.
1.9 Ensure that you and your employees do not access your own consumer information or those reports of any family member(s) or friend(s) unless it is in connection with a valid business transaction or for another permissible purpose.

1.10 Implement a process to terminate access rights immediately for users that are terminated or when they have a change in their job tasks and no longer require access to consumer information.

1.11 After normal business hours, turn off and lock all devices or systems used to obtain consumer information.

1.12 Implement physical security controls to prevent unauthorized entry to your facility and access to systems used to obtain consumer information.

2. Maintain a Vulnerability Management Program

2.1 Keep operating system(s), Firewalls, Routers, servers, personal computers (laptop and desktop) and all other systems current with appropriate system patches and updates.

2.2 Configure infrastructures such as Firewalls, Routers, personal computers, and similar components to industry best security practices, including these practices may include disabling unnecessary services or features, removing or changing default passwords, IDs and sample files/programs, and enabling the most secure configuration features to avoid unnecessary risks.

2.3 Implement and follow current best security practices for Computer Virus detection scanning services and procedures:
   - Use, implement and maintain a current, commercially available Computer Virus detection/scanning product on all computers, systems and networks.
   - If you suspect an actual or potential virus, immediately cease accessing the system and do not resume the inquiry process until the virus has been eliminated.
   - On a weekly basis at a minimum, keep anti-virus software up-to-date by vigilantly checking or configuring auto updates and installing new virus definition files.

2.4 Implement and follow current best security practices for computer anti-Spyware scanning services and procedures:
   - Use, implement and maintain a current, commercially available computer anti-Spyware scanning product on all computers, systems and networks.
   - If you suspect actual or potential Spyware, immediately cease accessing the system and do not resume the inquiry process until the problem has been resolved and eliminated.
   - Run a secondary anti-Spyware scan upon completion of the first scan to ensure all Spyware has been removed from your computers.
   - Keep anti-Spyware software up-to-date by vigilantly checking or configuring auto updates and installing new anti-Spyware definition files weekly, at a minimum. If your company’s computers have unfiltered or unblocked access to the Internet (which prevents access to some known problematic sites), then it is recommended that anti-Spyware scans be completed more frequently than weekly.

3. Protect data

3.1 Develop and follow procedures to ensure that data is protected throughout its entire information lifecycle (from creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.)

3.2 All Experian data is classified as Confidential and must be secured to this requirement at a minimum.

3.3 Procedures for transmission, disclosure, storage, destruction and any other information modalities or media should address all aspects of the lifecycle of the information.

4. Maintain an Information Security Policy

4.1 Develop and follow a security plan to protect the Confidentiality and integrity of personal consumer information as required under the GLB Safeguard Rule.

4.2 Establish processes and procedures for responding to security violations, unusual or suspicious events and similar incidents to limit damage or unauthorized access to information assets and to permit identification and prosecution of violators.

4.3 The FACTA Disposal Rules requires that you implement appropriate measures to dispose of sensitive consumer information to protect against unauthorized access or use of that information.

4.4 Implement and maintain security training and awareness sessions for all staff to underscore the importance of security within your organization.

EXPERIAN GATEWAY

The data contained in this database and its use may be regulated by laws that restrict the use of such information, including but not limited to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. 6801 et seq. ("GLBA"), various federal and state laws, regulations, and rules as well as your subscription agreement with West. By accessing this database, you represent and warrant that information regulated by GLBA and other legal authorities will only be used for the use you select in the drop
down menu. If you do not have a permissible use, you agree that you will select “no permissible use” from the drop down menu. The information in this database may not be used for any purposes related to direct marketing.

By accessing this data you acknowledge and agree that you are the end user of the data and that you do not intend to resell or otherwise provide or transfer it, in whole or in part, to another person or entity.

**FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAMES**

This Data may not be used for direct marketing purposes, including, but not limited to, creating mailing or telemarketing lists.

**FUGITIVES**

See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

**GOOGLE MAPS**

You understand and agree that your use of any Google mapping functionality will at all time comply with Google's Terms of Service ([http://maps.google.com/help/terms_maps.html](http://maps.google.com/help/terms_maps.html)) and all applicable Google legal notices ([http://maps.google.com/help/legalnotices_maps.html](http://maps.google.com/help/legalnotices_maps.html)).

**HOUSEHOLD LISTINGS/PEOPLE HOUSEHOLDS**

This Data may not be used for direct marketing purposes, including, but not limited to, creating mailing or telemarketing lists.

**LAWSUITS**

See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

**LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION DATA – LEARN PLATFORM TERMS OF USE**

If authorized, you agree that access and use of the LEARN platform and any data contained therein is governed by and will at all time comply with the Vigilant Terms of Use ([http://learn-nvls.com/learn/LEARN_Hosted_Server_User_Agreement.pdf](http://learn-nvls.com/learn/LEARN_Hosted_Server_User_Agreement.pdf)).

**LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (“LPR”) DATA – GATEWAY USAGE AND PRIVACY POLICY**

By accessing the LPR data, you agree that your use of the data will at all times comply with CA Civil Code §§1798.90.5-1798.90.55.

Use of LPR data. Access to LPR data via the gateway in CLEAR is limited to subscribers that have a legitimate law enforcement or investigative purpose and a permissible use under the U.S. Drivers Privacy Protection Act (18 U.S.C. §2721 et seq.) (“DPPA”).

Users and Training. Employees and subcontractors of Thomson Reuters are authorized to access and use the LPR data to demonstrate the system to actual and potential subscribers, to provide customer support, and to maintain the LPR data and CLEAR. Subscribers are authorized to access the LPR data in accordance with this policy. Subscribers are required to maintain the confidentiality of the LPR data and to train all end users on its confidentiality and permissible use obligations.

Monitoring and Compliance. LPR data in West’s systems is monitored in accordance with West’s standard procedures to ensure the security of the LPR data and compliance with applicable laws, rules and regulations. Furthermore, we maintain usage logs in accordance with DPPA requirements.

Sales, Sharing or Transfer of LPR data. We authorize access to the LPR data in accordance with this policy. All subscribers are required to have entered into a definitive agreement with us prior to accessing the LPR data.

Custodian/Owner of the LPR System; Accuracy; data Retention. Vigilant Solutions, Inc. is the custodian and owner of the LPR system that is accessible via CLEAR. Please see Vigilant’s Usage and Privacy Policy ([https://www.vigilantsolutions.com/lpr-usage-and-privacy-policy/](https://www.vigilantsolutions.com/lpr-usage-and-privacy-policy/)) for information on data accuracy and retention.

The terms contained in this Supplier Additional Terms document is implemented and maintained by the public records compliance team of the legal business unit of Thomson Reuters. Please see the Public Records Privacy Statement ([http://legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/law-products/about/legal-notices/privacy/records](http://legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/law-products/about/legal-notices/privacy/records)) for more information on the availability and accuracy of the LPR data and the process to contact the public records compliance team.

**MARRIAGES**

See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

**NEW MOVERS**

This Data may not be used for direct marketing purposes, including, but not limited to, creating mailing or telemarketing lists.

**REAL PROPERTY**

This data may not be used for any direct marketing or solicitation purpose. By accessing this data you acknowledge and agree that you will not infringe on any consumers’ rights of privacy and will, at all times, adhere to fair information practices. You are expressly prohibited from using any element or component of the real property data to create, replace, supplement or enhance any title, legal, vesting, ownership or
encumbrance report. You further agree that you may not use the data, coupled with alternative insurance approaches or products without first obtaining written permission.

REAL-TIME MOTOR VEHICLES GATEWAY

Your use of this data may be subject to privacy restrictions imposed by Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (“DPPA”) and state law. If you access motor vehicle, driver’s license, state boat, or similar data, you will be required to acknowledge compliance with the law and to choose among “permissible uses” for the data. West will store information from each search, including the password entered, permissible use indicated, date of search and search, as required to comply with statutory and contractual requirements.

Furthermore, you agree to comply with the following:

1. Access to Motor Vehicle data: The Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (‘DPPA’) as well as state law restricts the use of motor vehicle data to certain “permissible uses.” subscribers who access motor vehicle data shall require its End Users to acknowledge compliance with these laws and only permit them to access motor vehicle information for the specific DPPA permissible purposes. You represent and warrant that motor vehicle information will not be accessed without an approved DPPA permissible purpose for each access, that motor vehicle information shall be used only for such permissible purpose, and that you are the end user of the information. You shall employ commercially reasonable procedures to track and monitor End User access to and use of motor vehicle data and investigate any allegations of misuse of the motor vehicle data in full cooperation with West and/or its provider of this motor vehicle information, or at the request of a state. You acknowledge that in addition to other remedies of West and/or its provider any non-compliance by you with the above provision shall result in West revoking your access to and use of motor vehicle information. You acknowledge that motor vehicle data is licensed to you for your internal use only and may not be reproduced, or disclosed to anyone else unless permitted by law. Motor vehicle data shall not be appended to any other data or file except in the context of a report prepared for and consistent with the approved DPPA permissible purpose for which the motor vehicle data was accessed. You acknowledge that all right, title and interest in and to the motor vehicle data is retained by West and/or its provider, and you shall not commit or permit any act or omission that would impair such rights.

2. Warranty: The motor vehicle data shall be as current, accurate and complete as may be achieved using the source data and compilation and data processing methods customarily employed by West and its provider in the ordinary course of business, but is not warranted as being error free. Neither West nor its provider attempt to independently verify the completeness, accuracy or authenticity of this data. Accordingly, the data is provided on an ‘as is’ ‘as available’ basis.

Any use or reliance upon the data by you shall be at your own risk. THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED HEREUNDER, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

3. Limitation of Liability: IN NO EVENT SHALL WEST NOR ITS PROVIDER, BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOST INCOME OR LOST REVENUE WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY OTHER THEORY.

4. Subscriber is responsible for all damages due to the misuse of this data by subscriber or any other party receiving such Regulated data from or through subscriber.

SEX OFFENDER

See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

TRAFFIC CITATIONS

See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

TRANSUNION GATEWAY

The data contained in this database and its use may be regulated by laws that restrict the use of such information, including but not limited to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. 6801 et seq. (“GLBA”), various federal and state laws, regulations, and rules as well as your subscription agreement with West. By accessing this database, you represent and warrant that information regulated by GLBA and other legal authorities will only be used for the use you select in the drop down menu. If you do not have a permissible use, you agree that you will select “no permissible use” from the drop down menu. The information in this database may not be used for any purposes related to direct marketing. By accessing this data you acknowledge and agree that you are the end user of the data and that you do not intend to resell or otherwise provide or transfer it, in whole or in part, to another person or entity.

By accessing this data, you shall use information obtained from each individual request for data only one time and shall hold this data in the strictest confidence. You shall not disassemble, decompile, or in any way reverse engineer this data. You shall use this data: (1) solely for your certified permitted use and shall not request, obtain or use this data for any other purpose including, but not limited to, for the purpose of selling, leasing, renting or otherwise providing this data to any other party, whether alone, in conjunction with your own data, or otherwise in any service which is derived from the data; and (2) subject to your subscription agreement. data shall be requested by, and disclosed only the your designated and authorized End Users having a need to know and only to the extent necessary to enable you to use the data in accordance with your subscription agreement. You shall ensure that such designated and authorized End User shall not attempt to...
obtain any data on themselves, associates, or any other person except in the exercise of their official duties. With just cause, such as violation of the terms of subscription agreement or a legal requirement, or a material change in existing legal requirements that adversely affects the your agreement, West may, upon its election, discontinue serving the data. You understand and agree that you may not use any data for any marketing purposes without prior written consent.

UNCLAIMED ASSETS
See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

UTILITY RECORDS
The information in this database may not be used for any purposes related to direct marketing. Further, this data may not be used to create or enhance telemarketing calling lists or direct mailing lists or similar.

VEHICLE & TRAFFIC
See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS
This data may not be used for such direct marketing activities as direct mail and telemarketing. Furthermore, this data cannot be used (1) by any law enforcement agency for traffic violation applications, (2) any toll road application, (3) in any automated system which detects traffic violations or identifies traffic violators or the vehicles involved, (4) for providing motor vehicle history reports, or (5) for providing motor vehicle statistical reports except in matters of litigation or associated investigations. This data cannot be used for any of the following services, or in connection with: motor vehicle manufacturers; matters of motor vehicle warranty, product alterations, recalls, advisories, customer surveys or research or performance monitoring of motor vehicles or dealers, law enforcement for traffic violation applications; toll road applications; any automated system that detects traffic violations or identifies traffic violators or the vehicles involved; for providing motor vehicle history reports; for providing motor vehicle statistical reports except in matters of litigation or associated investigations.

VOTER REGISTRATIONS
Voter registration data may not be used as the basis for commercial or charitable solicitation of any kind. This includes the mailing or delivering any advertisement of offer for any property, establishment, organization, product or service or for the purpose of mailing or delivering any solicitation for money, services, or anything of value. By accessing this data you acknowledge that access to certain data available through the Service, including voter registration data is regulated by state or federal laws. You agree not to access such data for any purpose that is not allowed by any applicable state or federal laws or regulations, or that is contrary to your subscription agreement. West will store information from each search, including the password entered, permissible use indicated, date of search and search, as required to comply with statutory and contractual requirements.

Voter data from Kansas may only be used for political campaign or election purposes.

WARRANT RECORD
See Supplier Additional Terms: Court Records.

WORK AFFILIATIONS
This Data may not be used for direct marketing purposes, including, but not limited to, creating mailing or telemarketing lists.
SUPPLIER DISCLAIMERS

ARRESTS/ARREST RECORDS

See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.

CORPORATIONS/CORPORATE FILINGS – California

THIS CALIFORNIA SECRETARY OF STATE DATA IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. CERTIFICATION CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED THROUGH THE SACRAMENTO OFFICE OF THE CALIFORNIA SECRETARY OF STATE.

This data is provided for research purposes only and it is not the official record. Certified copies can only be obtained from the official source. West makes every effort to provide you with the most current data, however, information reported in this data may have been paid, terminated, vacated or released prior to today’s date.

CORPORATE RECORDS – Michigan

THIS DATA IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY. CERTIFICATION CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED THROUGH THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING AND REGULATORY AFFAIRS, CSCLB, CORPORATION DIVISION.

CORPORATIONS/CORPORATE FILINGS – New York

To the extent that any of the information, material or data obtained from West Publishing Corporation (“West”) is derived from the New York State, Department of State, Division of Corporations and state records:

(1) Any such information, material or data is not an official record of the Department of State or of the State of New York;

(2) West Publishing Corporation, hereby represents and acknowledges that it is not an employee or agent, for any matter whatsoever, of the Department of State or the State of New York;

(3) West Publishing Corporation, the Department and the State of New York make no warranties, guarantees or representations of any kind, whether express or implied, or arising by custom or trade usage as to any matter whatsoever, without limitation, and specifically make no implied warranty of merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose or use, including but not limited to adequacy, accuracy, correctness, completeness, currentness, reliability or conformity to any representation, description, sample or model; and

(4) Neither West Publishing Corporation, the Department, the State of New York nor its officers or employees shall be responsible for any loss or damage caused by the use of the information, material or data.

COURT RECORDS

By accessing the various court records made available to you through the Service, you acknowledge that this data will only be used for a lawful and appropriate use in the ordinary course and scope of your business or profession. The fact that an individual has been arrested, in and of itself, does not indicate that a violation of any law has occurred or that a crime has been committed. This data is provided for informational purposes only and it is not the official record. For copies of the official record (of an incarceration, conviction or court filing record) contact the source agency or court.

ARIZONA

Maricopa County Justice Courts
Maricopa County Superior Court
Arizona Supreme Court

The above listed Courts in Arizona do not provide any warranties, express of implied that the data provided is accurate, current, correct, or complete, nor do they make any representations regarding the identity of any persons whose names appear in the data. It is expressly understood that it is the responsibility of users to verify the data by personally comparing it with the official court records.

ARKANSAS

The official custodian of all official court records for each court in Arkansas is the clerk of the court. The Arkansas Administrative Office of the Court (“AOC”) is not the official custodian of any case record and provides only copies of data entered or provided by clerks. Data provided through this service may not reflect pending or post-disposition activity on a case. The AOC does not warrant the accuracy of the data. To verify a record’s accuracy, contact the clerk of the court record.

FLORIDA

Data received from the Manatee County Clerk of Circuit Court is for use in the ordinary course of business. This data is provided for informational purposes only and it is not the official record. For copies of the official record (of an incarceration, conviction or court filing record) contact the source agency or court.

IDAHO

The information in the Idaho sex offender registry is provided only for the purpose of protecting the public. It is not to be used for the purpose of harassing or intimidating anyone. A person who uses registry information to commit a criminal
act against another person is subject to arrest and prosecution under sections 18-8326 or 18-8413, Idaho Code.

**ILLINOIS**
Neither the Circuit Court of Cook County nor the Clerk of the Circuit Courts of Cook County warrants the accuracy, completeness, or currency of this data. This data is not an official record of the Court or the Clerk and may not be represented as an official court record.

**INDIANA**
The data or information provided is based on information obtained from Indiana Courts on the date(s) indicated in the Indiana State & Federal Dockets Scope Information screen. It is the user’s responsibility to verify the information by personally consulting the official record maintained by the Indiana Court in question. Indiana Office of Judicial Administration and the Indiana Courts and Clerks of Court: 1) Do not warrant that the information is accurate or complete; 2) Make no representations regarding the identity of any persons whose names appear in the information; and 3) Disclaim any liability for any damages resulting from the release or use of the information.

**NORTH CAROLINA**
The official custodian of all official court records for each county in North Carolina is the clerk of superior court of that county. The data provided here is obtained from the North Carolina Administrative Office of the Courts (“NCAOC”), which is not the official custodian of any case records and provides only copies of data entered by the clerks. To verify a record’s accuracy, contact the clerk of the court of record. The NCAOC provides no warranties, express or implied, that the information or data is accurate, correct, or complete. The NCAOC shall not be liable for any demand or claim, regardless of form of action, for any damages arising from incorrect or incomplete information or data.

**NORTH DAKOTA**
The data or information provided is based on information obtained from the North Dakota district courts as of the last working day of the most recent month. The Court Administrator and the North Dakota Supreme Court:

A. Do not warrant that the information is accurate or complete except for court purposes;

B. Make no representations regarding the identity of any persons whose names appear in the records; and

C. Deny liability for any damages resulting from the release or use of the data or information. The user should verify the information by personally consulting the official record reposing at the district court.

**OHIO**
The Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction does not warrant the comprehensiveness, completeness, accuracy or adequacy for any particular use or purpose of the Ohio data and expressly disclaims all warranties express or implied as to any matter whatsoever. The Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction will not be responsible for any loss or damage caused by the use of the Ohio data.

**OREGON**
The files containing data from the Oregon Judicial Department are not official records of the court, and you should verify the Oregon data by personally consulting the “official” record reposing at the court of record.

**PENNSYLVANIA**
Electronic case record information received from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is not an official case record; official case records are maintained by the court in which the record was filed. The data or information provided is based upon information received by the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts (“AOPC”). AOPC makes no representation as to the accuracy, completeness or utility, for any general or specific purpose, of the information provided and as such, assumes no liability for inaccurate or delayed data, errors or omissions. Use this information at your own risk. AOPC makes no representations regarding the identity of any persons whose names appear in the records. Use should verify that the information is accurate and current by personally consulting the official record reposing in the court wherein the record is maintained.

**WISCONSIN**
Wisconsin Circuit Courts Access website information is only a snapshot of the information accessible in the Wisconsin Director of State Courts Office Consolidated Court Automation Programs (CCAP) case management system on the date the information is downloaded by West.

**CRIMINAL & INFRACTIONS**
See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.

**DIVORCE**
See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.

**DRIVERS LICENSES – All**
Your use of this data may be subject to privacy restrictions imposed by Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (“DPPA”) and state law. If you access motor vehicle, driver’s license, state boat, or similar data, you will be required to acknowledge compliance with the law and to choose among “permissible uses” for the data. West will store information from each search, including the password entered, permissible use indicated, date of search
and search, as required to comply with statutory and contractual requirements.

**FUGITIVES**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**LAWSUITS**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**MARRIAGES**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**MOTOR VEHICLES**

Your use of this data may be subject to privacy restrictions imposed by Driver’s Privacy Protection Act ("DPPA") and state law. If you access motor vehicle, driver’s license, state boat, or similar data, you will be required to acknowledge compliance with the law and to choose among “permmissible uses” for the data. West will store information from each search, including the password entered, permissible use indicated, date of search and search, as required to comply with statutory and contractual requirements.

**OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (OFAC)**

The sanctions lists provided by the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of the Foreign Assets Control are one tool offered to assist users in utilizing the SDN List and/or the various non-SDN lists; use of Sanctions List Search is not a substitute for undertaking appropriate due diligence. The Department of the Treasury does not endorse any commercial product, service, process, or enterprise. The Department of the Treasury assumes no responsibility for the content or operation of the Service.

Users are advised to check the Federal Register and this electronic publication routinely for additional names or other changes to the listings. Entities and individuals on the list are occasionally licensed by OFAC to transact business with U.S. persons in anticipation of removal from the list or because of foreign policy considerations in unique circumstances. Licensing in anticipation of official Federal Register publication of a notice of removal based on the unblocking of an entity’s or individual’s property is reflected in this publication by removal from the list.

**PEOPLE HISTORICAL**

The information contained in this database and its use is regulated by laws that restrict the use of such information, including but not limited to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. 6801 et seq. ("GLBA"), various federal and state laws, regulations, and rules as well as your subscription agreement with West. By accessing this database, you represent and warrant that information regulated by GLBA and other legal authorities will only be used for the use you select in the drop down menu. If you do not have a permissible use, you agree that you will select “no permissible use” from the GLBA drop down menu. The information in this database may not be used for any purposes related to direct marketing.

**SEX OFFENDER**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**STATE DEATH RECORD**

This data is provided for research purposes only and it is not the official record. Certified copies can only be obtained from the official source.

**STOCK/SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDERS**

Use, duplication, or sale of any data contained in this database, except as described in your subscription agreement, is strictly prohibited. This database is not the official legal reporting organ of the Securities and Exchange Commission. This data is protected by copyright and is subject to the terms of usage contained in your subscription agreement. The data is provided for your internal use and may not be duplicated or redistributed in hard copy, machine-readable, or any other form without written authorization. Neither West nor its 3rd party contributors make any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of the data provided, including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Electronic conversion and transmission of textual and numeric data may cause errors and/or omissions in the data provided. Furthermore, the data may not be up-to-date due to a delay between the preparation of data and its inclusion on the Service. For these reasons, the data contained on the Service is provided for research purposes only and not for investment or any other purposes. Neither Thomson Reuters nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries are in the business of providing investment advice and shall have no liability whatsoever for any investment decision or the results of any investment made by you.

**TRAFFIC CITATIONS**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**UNCLAIMED ASSETS (UNCLAIMED-ALL; UNCLAIMED-XX)**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**UTILITY RECORDS (UTILITY-ALL; UTILITY-XX)**

The data contained in this database and its use may be regulated by laws that restrict the use of such information, including but not limited to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. 6801 et seq. ("GLBA"), various federal and state laws, regulations, and rules as well as your subscription agreement with West. By accessing this database, you represent and warrant that information regulated by GLBA and other legal authorities will only be used for the use you select in the drop
down menu. If you do not have a permissible use, you agree that you will select “no permissible use” from the drop down menu.

**VEHICLE & TRAFFIC**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**WARRANT RECORD**

*See Supplier Disclaimers: Court Records.*

**WATERCRAFT (State data)**

Your use of this data may be subject to privacy restrictions imposed by Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (“DPPA”) and state law. If you access motor vehicle, driver’s license, state boat, or similar data, you will be required to acknowledge compliance with the law and to choose among “permissible uses” for the data. West will store information from each search, including the password entered, permissible use indicated, date of search and search, as required to comply with statutory and contractual requirements.

**WORLD-CHECK® RISK INTELLIGENCE (WATCHLIST)**

Category Legal Notice: Category is based on information contained in the sources provided.

Reported Link Legal Notice: Where an individual or entity is listed as being "Reported to be linked to" other profiles, the nature of the links vary considerably and users should not draw negative inferences merely from that association.

This data, including all related files, print outs, copies and derivatives, may only be used in relation to or arising out of 'Know-Your-Customer' and anti-money laundering regulations or similar statutory or professional requirements applicable to you or your representation of a third party. These statutory or professional requirements must allow for or require the screening of individuals and entities for the prevention or detection of any unlawful act or the discharge of a function designed for protecting members of the public against serious improper conduct or mismanagement, both of which must be in the substantial public interest.

The Provider is neither responsible for the information correlated in this Service nor the content of external internet sites. You shall not rely upon this data without making independent checks to verify the information contained therein. You acknowledge that you do not intend users to draw any negative inferences about individuals or entities identified in the Licensed Materials and shall not draw such inferences merely because persons are shown as being linked to others profiled or identified in this data. Where an individual or entity is listed as being "Reported to be linked to" other profiles, the nature of the links vary considerably and users should not draw negative inferences merely from that association. Provider makes no warranty or representation about and disclaims all liability for the accuracy, completeness, currency or lawfulness of any information originating from external Internet sites, press and public sources. Information correlated is necessarily brief and should be read in the context of the fuller details available in the external sources provided. You should also carry out independent checks in order to verify the information correlated.
## CHANGE LOG
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<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>5/12/2015</td>
<td>• Separated Supplier Terms and Supplier Disclaimers&lt;br&gt;• Updated Terms for Experian Credit Header, Dun &amp; Bradstreet, and Real-Time Motor Vehicles Gateway</td>
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<tr>
<td>8/25/15</td>
<td>Twitter Supplier Terms added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/27/15</td>
<td>Choice of Law and Jurisdiction removed from D&amp;B terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td><strong>Removed:</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Twitter Additional Terms&lt;br&gt;• Web Analytics – Yahoo Terms&lt;br&gt;<strong>Added:</strong>&lt;br&gt;• License Plate Recognition data – LEARN Platform Terms of Use&lt;br&gt;• License Plate Recognition data – Gateway Usage and Privacy Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td><strong>Revised:</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Business Phones&lt;br&gt;• Canadian Phones (People)/Canadian Business Phones&lt;br&gt;• Fictitious Business Names&lt;br&gt;• Household Listings/People Households&lt;br&gt;• New Movers&lt;br&gt;• Work Affiliations&lt;br&gt;• Corporate Records (Michigan)&lt;br&gt;• Corporations/Corporate Filings (New York)&lt;br&gt;<strong>Added:</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Court Records- Indiana&lt;br&gt;• Court Records- Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
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